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alu-rod Ø 16 mm with
inner run 6 mm

wall fixing

wall fixing

wall fixing

ceiling fixing

ceiling fixing

ceiling fixing
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endation:
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ax. 30cm

solution for bay-windows
and sidewise arch 
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art.-no.13.16 RH3

rail adapter for 3 rods

art.-no. 13.16AS

bracket base

art.-no. 07.16 AL

alu-rod with slot
as a bracket shaft

art.-no. 07.16 AL

alu-rod with inner run

art.-no. 13.16 RH1

rail adapter for 1 rod

art.-no. 79.16-7

cap

Examples:

art.-no. 07.16BST

dummy piece
transparent

Unused rail-runs
please always
close with a
dummy piece!

simply rail system allround

wall fixing
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simply rail system allround

wall fixing

Metallized:

article
article-no.
description

dispatch unit

30 m
=

5 pieces
in a bundle

07.16 AL 600

alu-rod Ø 16 mm with inner run 6 mm
Length: 6 m

Useable as well as a rail
and as a bracket shaft.

Avaiable colors:

Color deviations possible due to printing .

1.00 white

13.16 AS

bracket base
made of hightech-plastic,
with fastening material

1 piece in a bag
-

10 pieces in 
a box

79.16-7

cap
for alu-rod Ø 16 mm with inner run

2 pieces in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RH 1

rail adapter made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 1 alu-rod Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

2.00 black 17.18 stainless steel17.16 chrome matt

Through-color:

13.16 RH 2

rail adapter made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 2 alu-rods Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RH 3

rail adapter made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 3 alu-rods Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RH 4

rail adapter made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 4 alu-rods Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

07.16 BST

dummy piece
to close an unused rail slot

tranparent 

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box
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Examples: art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with slot
as a bracket shaft

art.-no. 13.16 RT 

rail adapter T-connector

art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with inner run

art.-no. 07.16 AL07 

alu-rod with slot
as an adapter

art.-no. 13.16 RH3 

rail adapter
for 3 rods

art.-no. 79.16-7 

cap

art.-no. 07.16 AL07 

alu-rod with slot
as an adapter

art.-no. 79.16-7 

cap

art.-no. 13.16 RH1 

rail adapter
for 1 rod

art.-no. 07.16BST

dummy piece
transparent

Unused rail-runs
please always
close with a
dummy piece!

art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with slot
as a bracket shaft

art.-no. 13.16 RT 

rail adapter T-connector

art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with slot
as a bracket shaft

art.-no. 13.16 RT 

rail adapter T-connector

simply rail system allround

ceiling fixing



Suitable for pitched roofs by bending the bracket shaft (alu-rod with inner run).
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art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with slot
as a bracket shaft

art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with
inboard slot

art.-no. 13.16 RT 

rail adapter T-connector

art.-no. 13.16 AS 

bracket base

art.-no. 07.16 AL 

alu-rod with slot
as a bracket shaft

art.-no. 13.16 AS 

bracket base

art.-no. 07.16 AL07 

alu-rod with slot
as an adapter

art.-no. 13.16 RH3 

rail adapter
for 3 rods

art.-no. 79.16-7 

cap

art.-no. 79.16-7 

cap

simply rail system allround

ceiling fixing
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simply rail system allround

ceiling fixing

article
article-no.
description

dispatch unit

30 m
=

5 pieces
in a bundle

07.16 AL 600

alu-rod Ø 16 mm with inner run 6 mm
Length: 6 m

Useable as well as a rail
and as a bracket shaft.

13.16 AS

bracket base
made of hightech-plastic,
with fastening material

1 piece in a bag
-

10 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RT

T-connector
made of
hightech-plastic

2 pieces in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

79.16-7

cap
for alu-rod Ø 16 mm with inner run

2 pieces in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

Metallized:

Avaiable colors:

Color deviations possible due to printing .

1.00 white 2.00 black 17.18 stainless steel17.16 chrome matt

Through-color:
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simply rail system allround

ceiling fixing

article
article-no.
description

dispatch unit

13.16 RH 1

rail adapter 
made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 1 alu-rod Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RH 2

rail adapter 
made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 2 alu-rods Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RH 3

rail adapter 
made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 3 alu-rods Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

13.16 RH 4

rail adapter 
made of hightech plastic
for the variable fixing at the bracket shaft

for 4 alu-rods Ø 16 mm with inner run

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

07.16 BST

dummy piece
to close an unused rail slot

tranparent 

1 piece in a bag
-

20 pieces in 
a box

Metallized:

Avaiable colors:

Color deviations possible due to printing .

1.00 white 2.00 black 17.18 stainless steel17.16 chrome matt

Through-color:
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simply rail system allround

accessories

article
article-no.
description

dispatch unit

976-842

“Knicki-Rapid”-glider
for 6 mm - runs

For turning in and out at any point of the 
rail run without a notching hole!

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces 
in a box

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces 
in a box

926

pleat glider, moveable
for 6 mm - runs

- very recommendable for alu-rods with inner run -

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces 
in a box

942

pleat glider, moveable
for 6 mm - runs

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces 
in a box

978-6

“Ösi-Rapid”-glider for 6 mm - runs,
for c-hooks and c-pleat-hooks

For turning in and out at any point of the 
rail run without a notching hole!

115-6

flat stopper for 6 mm - runs

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces 
in a box

112

universal stopper, white
Useable for all common alu-rail-profiles 4 mm
and 6 mm with a slot of 3,8 mm till 6,3 mm.

• very easy to screw in

• flexible material

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces 
in a box
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simply rail system allround

accessories

article
article-no.
description

dispatch unit

20 SG 40

glider for loop curtains
for 40 mm - loop width

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces 
in a box

20 SG 50

glider for loop curtains
for 50 mm - loop width

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces 
in a box

20 SG 70

glider for loop curtains
for 70 mm - loop width

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces 
in a box

For panels made of aluminium or plastic
with accessories to decorate panel curtains
please look at our cataloge category

“PANEL CURTAIN SYSTEM”.

605

curtain double hook
for pleat tapes

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces 
in a box

601PO

curtain hook made of PE

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces 
in a box

601AC

curtain hook made of POM

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces 
in a box




